
BUTTERFLY - Table Mechanism
Product # 651043430

DESCRIPTION
Transform your coffee table into a dining table for 6 people!

The "Butterfly" mechanism is the smart solution for transforming a small everyday table
into a large dining table that seats 6 people comfortably.

Table top: 25 mm (63/64") thick material.
Table top dimension:

Coffee table: two choices: 80 cm x 80 cm (31 1/2" x 31 1/2") or 90 cm x 90 cm (35
7/16" x 35 7/16 ")
Converts into a dining table: two choices: 1.6 m x 80 cm (5 ft 2 in x 31 1/2 in) or 1.8 m x
90 cm (5 ft 10 in x 35 7/16 in) 

The mechanism opens up by pulling up the upper cover and putting it down on the
smaller cover that automatically comes out from inside the box.

Hardware included.

ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS
This table has two functions: coffee table or dining table.

REQUIRED PRODUCTS

Requires the following products
Sales unit

Concealed Steel Hinge - Model #208
Product # 429208145
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https://www.richelieu.com/us/en/category/hinges-slides-and-opening-systems/hinges-and-accessories/hinges-integrated-into-door-frame/concealed-steel-hinge-model-208/1176083/sku-429208145
https://www.richelieu.com/us/en/category/hinges-slides-and-opening-systems/hinges-and-accessories/hinges-integrated-into-door-frame/concealed-steel-hinge-model-208/1176083/sku-429208145
https://www.richelieu.com/us/en/category/hinges-slides-and-opening-systems/hinges-and-accessories/hinges-integrated-into-door-frame/concealed-steel-hinge-model-208/1176083/sku-429208145


TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Product # 651043430

Finish Black (90)

Load Capacity 132 lb*

Material Steel

Length 26 1/8 in*

Width 5 29/32 in*

Opening Mechanism Spring

Expansion Capability 19 7/8 in*

Disclaimer

Measures shown with an asterisk (*) have been converted as per your preference. These are not the official measures. To view the
measures specified by the manufacturer, click here.

APPLICATION
The perfect two-in-one: - Coffee table: dimensions: 80 cm x 80 cm (31-1/2" x 31-1/2") or 90 cm x 90 cm (35-7/16" x 35-7/16") - Dining
table: dimensions:160 cm x 80 cm (63" x 31-1/2") or 180 cm x 90 cm (70-3/4" x 35-7/16")

INCLUDED PRODUCT(S)
Included in the box: 1- Right mechanism 1- Left mechanism 2- Springs 24- Screws 24- Pegs 2- Spring Tension Pins

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The mechanism has a main side and a secondary side, where the unfolded half of the table top rests. The table top intended for this
construction is made in 25 mm thick material. If a thinner material is used, two spacers of the difference have to be used on the lower
side of the mechanism. Use the insertable nuts and the screws supplied with the mechanism to ensure a strong connection between the
mechanism and the table construction itself. For the articulation of the table top, use 3 concealed hinges #429208145. To facilitate the
lifting of the superior top half, use edge inserted handles. Don't load more than 60 kg onto the table, when open in the high unfolded
position.
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PRODUCT PHOTOS
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